Ia inhibitory interneurons and Renshaw cells as contributors to the spinal mechanisms of fictive locomotion.
The activity of selected single alpha-motoneurons, Renshaw cells (RCs), and Ia inhibitory interneurons (IaINs) during fictive locomotion was recorded via microelectrodes in decerebrate (precollicular-postmammillary) cats in which fictive locomotion was induced by stimulation of the mesencephalic locomotor region. The interrelationships in the timing and frequency of discharge among these three interconnected cell types were determined by comparing their averaged step cycle firing histograms, which were normalized in reference to motoneuron activity recorded in ventral root filaments. Previous findings that RCs are rhythmically active during locomotion and discharge in phase with the motoneurons from which they are excited were confirmed, and further details of the phase relationships between RC and alpha-motoneuron activity during fictive locomotion were obtained. Flexor and extensor RCs became active after the onset of flexor and extensor motoneuron activity, respectively. Maximal activity in extensor RCs occurred at the end of the extension phase coincidental with the onset of hyperpolarization and a decrease in activity in extensor motoneurons. Maximal flexor RC activity occurred during middle to late flexion and was temporally related to the onset of reduced flexor motoneuron activity. The IaINs recorded in the present experiments were rhythmically active during fictive locomotion, as previously reported. The quadriceps IaINs were mainly active during the extension phase of the step cycle, along with extensor RCs. Thus the known inhibition of quadriceps IaINs by RCs coupled to quadriceps and other extensor motoneurons is obviously not sufficient to interfere with the appropriate phasing of IaIN activity and reciprocal inhibition during fictive locomotion, as had been speculated. Most of the quadriceps IaINs analyzed exhibited a decrease in discharge frequency at the end of the extension phase of the step cycle, which was coincidental with increased rates of firing in extensor RCs. These data are consistent with the possibility that extensor RCs contribute to the reduction in quadriceps IaIN discharge at the end of the extension phase of the step cycle. The possibility that IaIN rhythmicity during fictive locomotion arises from periodic inhibition, possibly from Renshaw cells, was tested by stimulating the reciprocal inhibitory pathway throughout the fictive step cycle. The amplitude of Ia inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) varied significantly throughout the fictive step cycle in 14 of the 17 motoneurons tested, and, in 11 of these 14 motoneurons, the Ia IPSPs were maximal during the phase of the step cycle in which the motoneuron was most